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i agree with everything you have said about the
interface, speed of writing and updating, features,
and how simple it is to use. i was using final draft
and i really liked it but the interface was so clunky
and slow and you had to do all this fiddly work
with text styles and macros and not a single script
would look like it was written by a screenwriter,
and so on. you can use a variety of third-party
solutions to get fade in to export to final draft
format, but i prefer to use the native one. i didnt
feel it was efficient enough to export to final draft
in the way that fade in seems to export to final
draft from within the program. also, fade in has
the option to export to final draft (.fdx) if you need
to do that, whereas fade in is just a front-end to
the native export from final draft, so its not always
clear if youre exporting from fade in to final draft.
fade in has some strong points. they have a
number of different fonts, and they have a
selection of formatting characters, including a
pretty robust character set. their scripts function,
and theyre easy to use, so theyre worth a try. ive
only used the free version, but the pro one is $80.
if youre looking for just a good, simple text editor
that will let you edit text and import/export to
final draft, then fade in or scrivener will fit the bill.
ive used both for years, and i cant see ever using
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anything else. if youre looking for a full-blown
solution, then look at scrivener. ive used it for 4
years. its the fastest way to make a draft. i get
scripts completed in a matter of hours instead of
days or weeks. it allows for a more fluid writing
style, and its a fast tool to complete drafts.
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